Stunning Start – Our term will begin
with a strange package arriving in our
classroom. Can we work out where it
has come from? Wrap up warm, it will
be chilly!

We will explore the book
‘Lost and Found’ by Oliver
Jeffers and find out about a
little boy who found a
penguin on his doorstep.

We will explore the good news that Jesus brought and
how Christians remember these teachings in their
daily lives.

Now let’s help someone else make a
pizza! Can you remember the steps
we followed so we can write our own
instructions?

Have you ever watched a weather
report? We will be recording the
weather in Rusthall and learning
about the UK’s seasons.

How can we help
the lost penguin find
his way back to
Antarctica? We will
use maps to find out
the location of the
North and South
Poles and what they
might be like.

We will explore animals including humans in
our science lessons.

Marvellous Middle – What might we need for
an expedition to Antarctica? Let’s make a Pizza
that can give us the energy we need for a mini
expedition.

Time to write our own versions of the
story ‘Lost and Found’ and to create
our very own books.

We will explore making our own animated storybooks in
ICT.
There will be an exciting opportunity for
you to listen to a range of music and
explore how this makes us feel.

Let’s develop our art skills by sketching
Antarctic animals and creating our own
paintings of the landscapes of Antarctica.

Fabulous Finish – come and view our
wonderful art work in our celebration gallery!
We look forward to welcoming you and
sharing our learning with you.

Join in

If you would like to join us on our
learning journey at home, here are
some ideas to help.

Reading

Other stories by Oliver Jeffers
- Up and Down
-The Way Back Home
-Stuck
Other stories about penguins
- The Emperor’s Egg by Martin
Jenkins
- Without You by Sarah Weeks

Doing

-Make a 3D Antarctic animal
-Create a fact file about Antarctica
-Find out about some other cold
areas of the world e.g. the Arctic

Watching

- Newsround clips about Antarctica
and penguins
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/p
0208632

Home Learning
Home learning will consist of
English, maths and one
learning challenge.
English and maths will consist
of ongoing key skills to be
completed little and often.
The children will be assessed on
the skills they have been
learning for homework in class
and there is no need to hand in
written work for these
elements.
For the learning challenge,
children will be expected to
hand in a completed piece of
home learning but they will
often have the choice of how to
record it.
Home learning will be given
out roughly every three weeks.
The hand in date will always be
on the home learning sheet.

Routines
Book Bags
Please ensure book bags and reading
records with reading books are in school
every day.
Reading
It is really important for your child to
read every day to build confidence and
fluency.
Please record when they have read and
any comments you may have.
Water bottles
Please ensure your child has a named
water bottle in school every day.
PE
Please have full PE kit in school at all
times.
Children may wear blue jogging bottoms
and sweatshirts for colder weather.
Collection
If your child is being collected by
someone else, please give a message to
the teaching assistant on the door. They
will pass this message on to the class
teacher.

